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Abstract. The behavior of any traffic flow is sensitive to the speed pattern of the vehicles involved. The heavier the traffic, 
the more sensitive the behavior is to speed changes. Focusing on air traffic flow, weather condition has a major role in the 
deviations of aircraft operational speed from the desired speed and causes surplus delays. In this paper, the effects of wind 
on delays in a terminal area are analyzed using a Cellular Automaton (CA) model. Cellular automata are discrete models 
that are widely used for simulating complex emerging properties of dynamic systems. A one-dimensional cellular array is 
used to model the flow of the terminal traffic into a wind field. The proposed model, due to the quickness and acceptable 
level of accuracy, can be utilized online in the tactical phase of air traffic control processes and system-level decision-
makings, where quick response and system behavior are needed. The modeled route is an RNAV STAR route to Atlanta 
International Airport. The model is verified by real traffic data in a non-delayed scenario. Based on simulation results, the 
proposed model exhibits an acceptable level of accuracy (3-15% accuracy drop), with worthy time and computational ef-
ficiency (about 2.9 seconds run time for a 2-hour operation). 
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Introduction 

Global population growth and economic development 
around the world increase the need for land and aerial 
transportation systems. Studies show that the number of 
passenger-miles has doubled during the past decade and 
the number of aircraft flying over the globe will double by 
2032 (Airbus, 2013). Considering aircraft types and load 
factors, the number of passengers is expected to triple in 
the next 20 years. On the other hand, reports show that 
in 2008 in the United States alone, air traffic delays caused 
the loss of more than 40.7 billion dollars (Schumer, 2008). 
Therefore, the delay is considered as an important per-
formance index for the air transportation system. To this 
end, studies regarding delay initiation and propagation in 
the air traffic management (ATM) system as well as solu-
tions to reduce the delays have received great attention in 
recent years. Delays may occur due to technical, opera-
tional or meteorological issues. As operations continue, 
these delays can propagate, magnify and affect consider-
able parts of the system. According to the FAA report, as 
seen in Figure 1, the weather caused more than 69% of 

the system-affecting-delays over the six years from 2008 
to 2013 in the United States (Federal Aviation Adminis-
tration [FAA], 2017). Furthermore, this report states that 
airport winds in the terminal area contribute to up to 20% 
of the weather delays. In order to study this effect in the 
terminal area, a simple yet capable model is needed. An 
efficient model could also be used online in tactical phases 
of air traffic control processes.
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Figure 1. Delay by Cause Report in the United States  
(FAA, 2017) 
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Traffic flow models, based on their approach, can be 
categorized into two groups: micro and macro models. 
Micro-models are trajectory based. They consider each 
vehicle as an individual particle and solve equations of 
motion for each one separately and in conjunction with 
other particles. This makes the complexity of calculations 
dependent upon the size of the problem and the number 
of involved particles, which is numerically intensive for 
large-scale modeling. Queuing network models (Jacobsen, 
2000; Yang & Menon, 2015) and Lagrangian flow theory 
models (Bilimoria, 2001) are examples of micro models. 
In contrast, macro models consider a volume of the space 
under study and analyze performance indices and other 
characteristics of the flow regardless of each particle’s tra-
jectory. These models are capable of projecting the flow 
distribution as a function of space and time. Also, the fact 
that the complexity of calculations in macro models is in-
dependent of the number of vehicles makes them suitable 
approaches in system-level studies, where micro models 
are more applicable in aircraft-level works. Eulerian mod-
els, inspired by Euler flow theory (Bai & Menon, 2013; 
Menon, Sweriduk, & Bilimoria, 2004; Menon, Sweriduk, 
Lam, Diaz, & Bilimoria, 2006) and (Bayen, Raffard, & 
Tomlin, 2004; Pasaoglu, Baspinar, Ure, & Inalhan, 2015; 
Zhang, Xu, Yang, & Liu, 2014), are well-developed macro 
models for highway and air traffic flows. Cellular Au-
tomata (CA) are able to represent both Lagrangian and 
Eulerian approaches and benefit from the advantages of 
each group (Matsukidaira & Nishinari, 2004). With a con-
siderably simple structure, CA can reproduce randomness 
and complex behaviors. Sun, Strub, and Bayen (2007) give 
a comparison of computational performance indices of 
these approaches. The indices used for their assessment 
are absolute and relative errors of the results for accuracy, 
CPU time, and RAM usage for computational efficiency of 
the models. The underlying simplicity in the CA structure 
supports the computational efficiency of the model with 
reasonable accuracy. The degree of accuracy increase de-
pends on the space and time discretization method and the 
level and definition of model resolution. Sun et al. (2007) 
show that the CA model can reach a comparable level of 
accuracy compared to the PDE model and Eulerian flow 
theory models in about 0.1 of their CPU time. This level 
of time-efficiency, together with acceptable error, makes 
CA models a worthy candidate for simulations in pre-tac-
tical and tactical phases of air traffic control that include 
days up to hours before operations. In addition, one may 
categorize models based on whether they use continuous 
or discrete time, space, and states. In other words, some 
methods use a continuous time approach while some oth-
ers use discrete time, and the same applies to space and 
system states. For instance, Eulerian PDE models (Bai & 
Menon, 2013; Menon et al., 2004, 2006) are continuous in 
time, space and states, while CA-based ones are discrete 
in all aspects, and the Lagrangian flow model (Bilimoria, 
2001) is continuous in space and state but discrete in time. 
Further, a model may employ a level of uncertainty within 

its inputs and/or its main body, i.e. be deterministic or 
stochastic. For example, a cellular automaton may have 
deterministic or probabilistic governing rules. The CA 
proposed in this study is deterministic.

In this paper, focusing on the advantages of CA in time 
efficiency and accuracy, a model to analyze the effects of 
wind on delay propagation in the terminal area is pro-
posed. The results of such an analysis can then be used 
in pre-tactical and tactical planning as well as decision-
making processes. The rest of this paper is organized as 
follows. In Section 1, the types of research with a focus on 
weather conditions and activities that use CA in air traffic 
modeling are reviewed. Besides, the general structure of 
CA and the related explanations are given in Section 1. 
Section 2 is dedicated to the development of a CA model 
for an RNAV STAR (Area Navigation Standard Terminal 
Arrival Route). Subsequently, the results of simulating the 
proposed model for DRMMM RNAV STAR (the name of 
the specified route) are shown in Section 3. Finally, the 
final section concludes the paper.

1. Study background

Weather conditions play an important role in traffic pat-
terns and delays. Nevertheless, due to lack of knowledge 
in accurate forecasting, in most cases, researchers confine 
to the probabilities gained from recorded data. An op-
erational approach that accounts for weather conditions 
is presented in Bilimoria (2001) and Evans and Ducot 
(1994). Future Air Traffic Management Concepts Evalua-
tion Tool, FACET, provides a simulation environment for 
evaluating novel air traffic management concepts, includ-
ing air traffic control and air traffic management (NASA, 
2016). FACET and its derivatives can simulate all aircraft 
trajectories in the American national airspace, using flight 
plan data, winds and aero-propulsive models of each air-
craft. The Integrated Terminal Weather System, ITWS, is 
one of two major development projects sponsored by the 
FAA’s Aviation Weather Development Program with focus 
on the airport terminal area environment. Pradeep and 
Wei (2017) used a microscopic approach to derive analyti-
cal equations based on flight dynamics, Base of Aircraft 
Data (BADA), and Total Energy Model (TEM) that give 
insight into the dependency of Continuous Descent Ap-
proach (CDA) and speed profile on wind speed, wind gra-
dient, aircraft weight and type, and other factors. Young 
and Jerome (2013) also considered the CDA procedure in 
the operational phase of flight with online wind and tem-
perature data. They proposed a design to construct 4D tra-
jectories for optimal profile descent that is said to be com-
putationally efficient. Although these tools are very benefi-
cial in modeling, analyzing, studying, and also controlling 
traffic at aircraft-level, because of their micro approach, it 
may be numerically challenging to apply analytical meth-
odologies to them in system-level applications. Another 
effort in considering the weather conditions in air traffic 
operations is done by Gardi, Sabatini, Kistan, Lim, and 
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Ramasamy (2015). They use a macroscopic model that 
provides the global distributions of pressure, temperature, 
winds aloft, and relative humidity, that are needed as in-
puts in their control model. This model is embedded in a 
multi-objective optimization algorithm in order to give a 
4D trajectory in aircraft-level practices. In (Gardi, Marino, 
Ramasamy, Sabatini, & Kistan, 2016), they suggested the 
integration of their two multi-objective trajectory optimi-
zation algorithms into the traffic management and traf-
fic flow management systems, with the ability to add or 
change the objectives as necessary. Their two algorithms 
are a 3D en-route variant and a 4D Terminal Maneuver-
ing Area (TMA) variant, based on the current airspace 
structure. In (Callaham et al., 2001), with the aim of com-
paring National Air Space (NAS) performance, two nor-
malization ways are presented: a “Weather Impacted Traf-
fic Index”, WITI, and cluster analysis. The WITI assigns 
a weighted scalar value to a given day. Klein also used 
and refined the WITI and its counterpart, WITI-FA (Fore-
cast Accuracy) to estimate airport delays (Klein, 2010). 
Compared to WITI, the WITI-FA uses forecast weather 
in preference to actual weather. Hoffman, Ivanescu, Shaw, 
and Zeghal (2003) studied airborne spacing based on con-
stant time gaps under different operational conditions. It 
was shown that the maximum spacing error increased 
slightly with constant wind speed, but always remained 
within 10 seconds up to the maximum constant wind of 
87 knots at a 3000 ft. altitude (FL30) and 235 knots at a 
29000 ft. altitude (FL290). In other words, in the pres-
ence of constant wind at FL30 with wind speed of up to 
87 knots, the aircraft can maintain their time spacing un-
der a 10 seconds error. Delgado and Prats (2013) proposed 
a cruise speed reduction strategy to absorb part of the as-
signed airborne delay while preserving the fuel consump-
tion level. The effect of wind on this strategy is studied, 
in addition to analyzing the sensitivity of the results to 
wind forecast errors. It is also shown that the stronger the 
headwind, the higher the airborne delay that can be real-
ized. Hauf et al. (2017) forecast deviation routes through 
a field of storms for arriving and departing aircraft. They 
use storm nowcasts (i.e. detailed current weather descrip-
tion and forecasts in very short terms of up to 6 hours 
(World Meteorogical Organization [WMO], 2017)) in the 
terminal maneuvering area of Hong Kong International 
Airport by using the nowcast system SWIRLS. Deviation 
routes are determined by the DIVSIM software package to 
avoid storm no-go zones.

On the other hand, Stanislaw Ulam first introduced the 
CA model in the 1940s while studying on crystal growth. 
At the same time, John Von Neumann presented a simi-
lar 2-dimensional lattice network to model self-replicating 
systems. These models became popular later and, in the 
1960s, were studied as a particular type of dynamical sys-
tems. CAs are discrete computational tools, suitable for 
modeling and simulating spatiotemporal dynamics. CA 
includes a grid of cells. Each cell takes a state that is up-
dated according to a governing rule at each time step. The 

evolutionary history of the arrangement of these states at 
each time step, known as the CA configuration, shows the 
behavior of the system. Nagel and Schreckenberg in (Nagel 
& Schreckenberg, 1992) used CA for modeling traffic flow 
in a freeway for the first time. The so-called “NaSch” mod-
el then became a basis for traffic flow modeling with some 
modifications. The NaSch model has four simple steps in 
each time-step: acceleration, deceleration due to other ve-
hicles, random deceleration, and vehicle position update. 
Biham (Biham, Middleton, & Levine, 1992) used a 2-D 
cellular automaton to model city and road traffic. Daganzo 
(1994) studied dynamical problems in the traffic flow us-
ing cellular transmission. The CA models with four simple 
rules proposed for traffic flow are able to explain complex 
traffic waves like stop-and-go, synchronized traffic phase, 
etc. (Chowdhury, Santen, & Schadschneider, 2000). Mak-
ing an allowance for a non-Newtonian approach to traffic 
problems and regarding it as a self-driven system, CA be-
came more applicable for traffic flow modeling. J.-W. Zeng 
et al. proposed a one-dimensional CA model to study the 
effect of short-range interaction between two successive 
vehicles due to random speed changes (J.-W. Zeng, Yang, 
Qian, & Wei, 2017). This model investigates the three-
phase traffic flow theory in two cases: a single lane with no 
bottleneck that generates a synchronous flow and a single 
lane with an on-ramp. J. Zeng et al. devised a supervised 
Laplacian embedding a cellular automaton model to study 
a two-lane heterogeneous traffic flow that takes account 
for vehicles with different characteristics such as size, 
speed and lane-change behavior (J. Zeng, Qian, Wang, & 
Yang, 2017). The resulting relations between speed, den-
sity and flux show the great effect of large-scale trucks on 
traffic flow.

In the field of air traffic modeling, NASA was the first 
to use CA to develop new performance concepts and ca-
pacity increase for the future air transportation system 
(Barhydt, Eischeid, Palmer, & Wing, 2003). S. Amor, 
Tran, and Bui (2006); S. B. Amor, Dac, Bui, and Duong 
(2007) developed a 2D CA model in order to analyze air 
traffic management system performance in a portion of 
en-route in European airspace. They assume that control-
lers use speed directories and vectoring to maintain safety 
and resolve possible conflicts. At each time-step, an air-
craft enters cell “Cj” according to its flight plan if the cell 
is available and takes ijt∆  time-steps to cross it. If the cell 
is unavailable, the aircraft will be delayed for one time-
step. If the aircraft is delayed for twice in a row, it will be 
rerouted to one of the common neighboring sectors. An 
aircraft can reduce its crossing time in a sector if it was 
delayed. In (Kim, Abubaker, & Obah, 2005), a 2-D CA 
model of a self-spacing system for autonomous aircraft in 
en-route and arrival airspaces is proposed. This two-state 
directional CA, models the layout of the American Na-
tional Airspace System (NAS), through a homogeneous 
array of cells of size M × N. M and N are selected by con-
sidering the minimum separation distance, aircraft speed, 
and size of restricted zones. Unlike Ben Amor’s work, in 
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this CA, each cell can be occupied by only one aircraft. In 
Kim’s model, apart from the aircraft position, restricted 
zones and severe weather conditions are also identified in 
the cell state space as state “1”. Mori (2010, 2013) consid-
ered airport surface congestion as the bottleneck of an air 
traffic flow problem. Inspired by car traffic models, Mori 
focused on aircraft taxiing dynamics and took account for 
speed variations between aircraft. To do so, Mori modified 
the NaSch model to reflect the characteristics of airport 
traffic such as take-offs and landings, aircraft separation, 
aircraft dynamics, speed decision algorithms, and cross-
ing. The model was then verified with data from Tokyo 
Haneda International Airport, showing that the proposed 
model is capable of simulating the real data in different 
cases with acceptable accuracy. Yu, Cao, and Zhang (2011) 
used a 1D optimization method to schedule an optimal 
aircraft landing sequence in the terminal area. He then 
improved this algorithm and developed a 2D CA on flight 
routes (He et  al., 2014). With this model, an optimized 
landing sequence is scheduled for online application. The 
objective function for the optimization algorithm is the 
landing time error or landing time delay. It is shown that 
the CA model has lower computational time compared to 
similar models, like genetic algorithm and ant colony, and 
gives an improved solution for the optimization problem 
in terms of objective value.

Apart from the aforementioned contributions to the 
topic, to the extent of the authors’ knowledge and avail-
able/cited materials, this study can compensate the pos-
sible lack of resources on CA-based modeling of weather 
effects in the terminal area. It is also potentially a basis for 
future activities in this area.

1.1. Cellular automata

A cellular automaton is a discrete computational system 
capable of modeling and simulating complex dynamic 
behaviors that make it suitable for application in a vast 
majority of scientific fields, such as mathematics, physics, 
biology, etc., especially where spatiotemporal interactions 
are studied. Despite very simple governing rules of CAs, 
they exhibit an impressive range of different behaviors 
from order to chaos, and some classes of them have been 
shown to be computationally universal (i.e. capable of 
emulating the Turing machine (Barker-Plummer, 2016)). 
A CA generally has the following structure: 

1. n-Dimensional Grid. An n-dimensional grid of cells, 
usually assumed to be identical, is the substrate of 
a CA. The size and shape of cells can affect the final 
emerging patterns. Each cell has a state chosen from 
a finite set of k possible states. The states of all cells 
at each time-step determine the configuration of CA 
at that step. As time goes by, the states change and 
the configuration evolves.

2. Neighborhood. For each cell, the number of neigh-
bours is indicated by the interaction radius (r) for 
that cell, and is defined as its neighbourhood.

3. Updating Rule (or Transition Function). The states 

of the cells are updated at each time-step, according 
to a specified governing rule that takes states of the 
neighbours of each cell into account. The updating 
rule can be the same for all cells, or be a function of 
location or time. Also, the aplication of the rule may 
be parallel (i.e. applied to all cells at once), random, 
or sequentially ordered (Chowdhury et  al., 2000). 
Furthermore, updating rules can be either deter-
ministic or stochastic. There are several ways to ex-
press an updating rule. The most intuitive way is to 
write down the outcome of every possible combina-
tion of neighbour states. But in a grid of dimension 
n, with an increasing number of possible states (k) 
and neighborhood radius (r), the number of these 
possible combinations ( R ) would grow rapidly, as 
shown in Equation 1. 

(2 1)nrkR k += . (1)

Although some simplifications can be used to 
reduce this number, considering all possible combi-
nations may not always be practical. In some cases, 
ordinary differential equations (ODE) can be used to 
express the updating rule, as shown in Equation 2. 

( 1) ( ( ))i is t f N t+ =


, (2)

where: ( )is t  is the state of ith cell at a time t, and 

iN


 is the vector of the states of neighbors of cell ith 
with a neighborhood radius of r: 

( )( ) ( ),..., ( ),..., ( )i i r i i rN t s t s t s t− +=


. (3)

As an example, in the case of 1D CA with n = 1,  
k = 2, and r = 1, the rule 184 (Wolfram, 2002), which 
is known as the traffic rule, can be expressed as 
shown in Equation 4. 

( ) ( )1 1( 1) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )i i i i is t s t s t s t s t− ++ = + , (4)

where ( )is t  is the negation of ( )is t , i.e. if ( ) 1is t = , 

then ( ) 0is t = , and vice versa. In many cases, split-
ting the rule in each step into some sub-steps with 
If-Then phrases is better for understanding and im-
plementing it.

4. Boundary Conditions. Since the definition of neigh-
bours for boundary cells may be different from other 
cells, some imaginary cells need to be assumed, the 
state of which can dramatically affect the results of 
the model. The periodic boundary condition is one 
of the most commonly used assumptions. The result 
of this assumption is a ring-shaped lattice in a 1D 
CA and a toroidal-shaped lattice in a 2D CA. One 
may also consider other existing boundary condi-
tions such as open, reflective, or fixed conditions. 

Since 1981, by introducing “Elementary Cellular Au-
tomata”, Stephan Wolfram has extensively studied the 
properties of CAs (Wolfram, 2002). An elementary CA 
is a 1D grid of identical cells with k = 2, i.e. each cell can 
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have one of the two states, say,{0, 1} or {on, of f}. The neigh-
borhood of each cell is presented by its immediate cells on 
its left and right, that is r = 1. In this case, there will be 
23 = 8 possible state combinations for a given cell whose 
resulting state is defined by the update rule. An illustration 
of the rule is shown in Figure 2, where the first row shows 
the eight possible combinations, and the second row is 
the state of the middle cell in the next time-step. Wolfram 
considered all different outcomes for the combination de-
scribed above, which results in 28 = 256 rules. He named 
all possible rules by an 8-bit binary number from rule-0 
to rule-255 (e.g. the rule in Figure 2 is 30 = (00011110)2). 
He then defined the four classes of a 1D CA, according 
to their emerging behavior, starting from different initial 
conditions (Wolfram, 2002). Class one includes those 
rules that evolve nearly all initial patterns quickly into a 
stable and homogenous state. The resulting state for nearly 
all initial patterns under the rules in class two have stable 
or oscillating structures. Figure 3 illustrates examples of 
classes three and four. Rule 30 and rule 90, belonging to 
class three (two rules on the left), have pseudo-random or 
chaotic structures for nearly all initial patterns.

For rules in class four, a more complex behavior may 
result in relatively simple initial patterns. Local structures 
and patterns, like those in class two, may emerge and 
survive for long periods. In Bouarfa, Blom, Curran, and 
Everdij (2013), the authors use the definition of emergence 
derived from the above presented classification in CA in 
order to study air transportation behavior as a complex 
socio-technical system.

2. STAR-CA model

In this paper, the influence of headwind and tailwind in 
the terminal area on arrival times to the waypoints for 
all flights in the traffic flow is considered. The wind is 
reflected in the model as a change in aircraft speed at 
each time-step. Speed changes relative to wind speed and 

direction are extracted from (Hoffman et al., 2003). A 1D 
array of identical rectangular cells is used to model the 
arrival phase of a flight on an RNAV STAR, starting from 
the last waypoint on the flight plan that corresponds to the 
end of the en-route phase, to the point where the aircraft 
starts an instrument approach or is vectored by air traf-
fic control. RNAV routes are defined with the purpose of 
optimized use of the airspace. Assisted by Global Naviga-
tion Satellite Systems (GNSS) such as the Global Position-
ing System (GPS) created by the United States or Galileo 
navigation system created by the European Union, route 
design is no longer restricted to the position of ground 
navigational aids. Here, aircraft are presumed to have been 
cleared for the route, i.e. are well equipped and capable 
of following the RNAV STAR route. In this model, each 
cell in the array may be either occupied by an aircraft or 
empty, with the exception of waypoints that are assigned 
to holding patterns that may be occupied by nmax num-
ber of aircraft, where nmax is the maximum number of 
aircraft that can be inside a holding pattern at the same 
time. The size of the cells is chosen so that the aircraft 
moves from a cell to the next immediate cell at the slow-
est permissible speed in each section of the route in one 
time-step. The neighborhood radius equals the number of 
cells that the aircraft can cross at its highest allowed speed 
in one time-step. Similar to the modified NaSch model 
used in road traffic, the transition rule consists of four 
sub-steps: acceleration, safety deceleration, wind effect on 
speed (corresponding to the randomization step in the 
NaSch model) and position update. It is desirable that the 
aircraft fly the route at the highest allowed speed while 
maintaining the safe separation minima. It is the Air Traf-
fic Control’s (ATC’s) responsibility to guarantee this safe 
separation between flights by utilizing suitable advisories 
such as speed change, vectoring, and directing aircraft to 
holding patterns. The present model suggests speed advi-
sories and holding patterns for the arrival phase of flight.

In this model, at each time step, for each occupied 
cell, first, the gap between the occupying aircraft and its 
preceding flight is checked (left path of the flowchart in 
Figure 4). If there were enough room for acceleration, the 
following aircraft would speed up. The amount of speed 
change is first restricted by the aircraft’s ability to increase 
its speed in one time-step, and then by the maximum 

Figure 2. Demonstration of Rule 30

Figure 3. CAs with Rule 30 and 90 (left) and Rules 54 and 110 (right), showing different emerging behaviors
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allowed speed specified by ATC or in published charts. If 
the following aircraft is closer to the leading aircraft than 
the separation minima, then, it should slow down. Again, 
the speed decrease is limited by the aircraft’s ability to 
decelerate and the stall speed of the aircraft at the flying 
altitude. If the distance to the leading aircraft equals the 
separation minima, the aircraft will not change its speed. 
This speed is the True Air Speed (TAS) of the aircraft. In 
order to calculate the aircraft location, the ground speed 
is needed, which is the sum of the TAS and wind speed. 
After updating the ground speed, if the separation minima 
are violated, then the ATC directs the following aircraft 
to the holding pattern, where it remains for a specified 
period. The speed is calculated by Equation 5 as follows.

( )
( )

max max

min min

max ( ) , ;

( 1) min ( ) , ;

( ) ; ,

req

req

TAS t V V d V t acceleration

TAS t TAS t V V d V t deceleration

TAS t else normal

+

−

 + δ > δ
+ = − δ < δ



(5)
where: TAS (t) is the True Air Speed of aircraft at time t, 
δV + is the possible speed increment according to aircraft 
engine performance at the current altitude in one time-
step, and maxV  is the highest allowed speed according to 
the RNAV STAR procedure. δV– is the affordable decelera-
tion of the aircraft at flying altitude, minV  is the minimum 
allowed speed according to the RNAV STAR procedure 
or aircraft performance (i.e. its stall speed margin), δt is 
one time-step, reqd  is the required safe distance separation 
between flights.

Subsequently, the ground speed is calculated from 
Equation 6. The ground speed is the aircrafts’ actual speed 
relative to the ground. If the aircraft is confronted with a 
headwind, the instruments on the aircraft overvalue the 
true speed. Therefore, to calculate the real speed, one has 
to subtract the wind speed. In the case of tailwind, the 
instruments underestimate the speed and the wind speed 
is added to calculate the ground speed.

( 1) ( 1) ( )V t TAS t W t+ = + ± , (6)
where +W is the speed of the tailwind and –W is the speed 
of headwind. It should be noted that, in this study, a field 
of constant speed wind is considered, so the value of W(t) 
is the same for all affected cells at time step t. 

If, with the updated ground speed, the safe distance 
is violated, the aircraft will be directed to a holding pat-
tern, since it cannot further reduce its speed (Equation 7). 
The speed in the holding pattern, holdingV , is given in the 
RNAV procedure.

( 1)
( 1)

( 1)
holding reqV d V t t

V t
V t else

< + δ+ =  +
. (7)

Finally, the aircraft’s position, P(t), is updated by equa-
tion 8.

( 1) ( ) ( 1)P t P t V t t+ = + + δ . (8)
It is important to indicate that the effect of the wind 

on the vertical and lateral path of the aircraft is neglected 
and the cell array is aligned with the actual path. With this 
assumption, only the longitudinal deviation of the flight 
from the nominal path is presented. The procedure de-
scribed above is presented in Figure 4.

Figure 4. The CA procedure presented in this paper
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3. Simulation results

For simulation purposes, an RNAV STAR route in Harts-
field-Jackson Atlanta International Airport (ATL) is mod-
eled. This airport is one of the busiest airports in the US 
and in the world. As a result, delays are expected to propa-
gate rapidly. One branch of the EERZA STAR route, from 
EERZA to DRMMM, is selected (lower line in Figure 5). 
The length of this route is 101 nautical miles. The nor-
mal speed in descent phase is 300 knots, which is taken 
as maxV at the top of EERZA. At the DRMMM waypoint, 
the altitude reaches 13000 ft. and the maximum speed is 
reduced linearly to 280 knots. According to real arrival 
traffic data in ATL, on average, 105 flights per hour land 
at the airport, 30% of which arrive from the northwest 
quarter of the terminal airspace. Since the authors do not 
have access to a real distribution of these flights between 
existing routes and during the time, a uniform distribu-
tion is assumed. This leaves 20 flights/hour that enter 
the DRMMM STAR route, 50% of which enter from the 
EERZA waypoint. The arrival time of these flights is also 
distributed uniformly in one hour; i.e. an aircraft arrives 
at EERZA every 6 minutes. All aircraft are assumed to be-
long to the heavy category, hence, the minimum required 
time headway between each pair equals 90 seconds.

Although the longitudinal separation in descent and 
approach phases is complicated, and is a function of many 
operational variables, as a rule of thumb, 90 seconds can 
be said to be equivalent to a 6~7 nm distance headway 
( reqd ) between two heavy aircraft. The operational per-
formance of the aircraft is modeled by a point mass per-
formance model, and the speed change dynamics is ne-
glected. Hence, it is assumed that the speed changes occur 

within one time-step and 
 

1 cell
time step

V±δ = ±  and holdingV  

is chosen so that the holding time equals 4 minutes. The 
index used to verify the model is the rate of flights arriv-
ing at the DRMMM waypoint, given the number of flights 
entering the airspace via the EEZRA waypoint under a no-
wind condition. For this purpose, the number of flights ar-
riving at the EEZRA and DRMMM waypoints was moni-
tored during different intervals throughout a week (Flight-
radar, 2018). Then, the model uses the rate of arrivals at 
the EEZRA waypoint as the input, and the output arrival 
rate at the DRMMM waypoint is compared to the one in 
the gathered data. It should be noted that this data veri-
fies the main structure of the model algorithm, and, since 
the wind effect is considered through the speed changes 
of the aircraft, the structure can be used for a windy case 
as well. Nevertheless, the authors acknowledge that hav-
ing the model verified with wind data would improve the 
accuracy level of the model. Such a consideration will be 
covered in the next steps of this work. Table 1 illustrates 
the results of comparing these data. It is evident that the 
model tends to overestimate the delay in all cases. The 
reason may be due to the simplifications employed in the 
model, such as the simple point mass performance for air-
craft and simplified ATC dynamics. On the other hand, 
the online data used for verification is not complete. Yet, 
this level of accuracy can be fairly good in the pre-tactical 
phase of traffic control.

In the scheme that was explained, six scenarios are 
simulated. In the first scenario, a constant speed station-
ary headwind field is placed between JCKEE and OWNNS 
waypoints for one hour from t = 25 min to t = 85 min. 
Although tailwinds are more constraining in the landing 
phase due to safety issues, headwinds delay the flights by 
decreasing the ground speed and are considered in this 
scenario. The speed of the wind is assumed as W  =  40 
knots, which is a normal wind speed aloft (Aviation 
Weather Center, 2017). In the second scenario, the same 
wind field moves toward the DRMMM waypoint. In this 
case, the size of the so-called windy area is constant for 
simplification. The traffic flow is exposed to the wind field 
for one and a half hour from t = 25 min to t = 115 min. 
In the third scenario, a simple dynamic is added to the 
wind, so that the wind changes with time and location 
along the route. For 30 minutes, from t = 25 min to t = 
55 min, the wind speed is W = 45 knots and the effective 

Figure 5. The DRMMM RNAV STAR

Table 1. Real and simulated arrival rates at DRMMM

Simulation Duration (min) 60 120 180 240

Real Arrival Rate at EEZRA 
(flight/hour)

9 10 12 12

Real Arrival Rate at 
DRMMM (flight/hour)

8 9.5 11.3 11.5

Simulated Arrival Rate at 
DRMMM (flight/hour)

7 8 10 11.2

Error (%) 12.5 15.8 11.7 2.2
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range is located 35 cells away from the EEZRA waypoint 
with a length of 40 cells. The speed is then decreased to 
W = 35 knots between t = 55 min to t = 85 min. It returns 
to its first value again for the next 30 minutes. It should 
be noted that the wind speed data are simplified from 
(Aviation Weather Center, 2017) and that the changes are 
hypothetical to show the effect of a variable speed wind 
on delay propagation. In the fourth scenario, the number 
of aircraft entering the airspace is doubled to analyze the 
delay propagation behavior in heavier traffic. It should 
be noted that, in these four scenarios, the aircraft arrive 
at EEZRA at fixed time headways, which is not realistic. 
A more genuine arrival rate is simulated in scenario 5 and 
scenario 6, where normal traffic flow (10 flights/hour) and 
heavy traffic flow (20 flights/hour) arrive at the EEZRA 
waypoint with random arrival time headways, respec-
tively. The wind field is the same as in scenario 4. Table 2 
summarizes these characteristics for the arrival rates and 
their distribution over time, as well as the spatiotemporal 
characteristics of the wind field in each scenario.

In Figure 6, the results of a two-hour simulation for 
all scenarios are shown. Each line shows the location of 
an aircraft along the route. The slope of the line represents 
the ground speed of the aircraft. The top left diagram (Fig-
ure 6a) refers to the first scenario. It can be seen that, since 
the wind field affects all aircraft similarly, the pattern is ad-
justing accordingly. As a result, all aircraft are delayed by 
the same amount, and delays are not accumulated. In addi-
tion, the delay effect does not permeate upstream, i.e. after 
t = 85 min, when the wind speed is set to W = 0 knots, the 
next flight arrives at the DRMMM waypoint within its esti-
mated time of arrival (ETA) and with no further delays. The 
simulation of scenario one with heavier traffic, i.e. shorter 
arrival intervals at the EEZRA waypoint, shows that this 
property is independent to the aircraft density. This prop-
erty does not hold for the second scenario where, after t = 
115 min, the next aircraft ETAs increase. The time space 
diagram of this scenario is shown in Figure 6b. The diagram 
on the bottom left (Figure 6c) shows the results of simulat-
ing scenario 3, where aircraft enter a variable speed wind 
field. It can be seen that more aircraft are affected upstream 

of the traffic flow when the wind speed is higher. Compar-
ing this diagram with that of scenario 4 (Figure 6d) shows 
that the delay propagation pattern does change severely 
with increasing density of flights.

In Figure 6e, for the 5th scenario, it can be seen that 
the randomness in arrival times at EEZRA slightly affects 
the headways, which are interpreted from the distance 
between lines. This effect increases with arrival rate, as in 
Figure 6f, showing the same diagram for scenario 6.

Figure 7a depicts the average ground speed of all 
flights that have reached the DRMMM waypoint in sce-
nario 4. Here, the minimum speed is forced equal to 4 cell/
min (260 knots). The optimum operating speed equals 
5 cell/min (280 knots), and the aircraft can accelerate up 
to 6 cell/min (300 knots). It should be noted that the dy-
namics of speed change is not considered in this study, 
without sinking accuracy. In other words, we assume that 
speed increase/decrease take place instantly. A normal 
undisturbed flight (like flight number 1) would have an 
average speed of 5.5 cell/min, and it takes it 17 minutes to 
get from the EEZRA waypoint to DRMMM. In Figure 7b, 
a histogram of the average speed for scenario 4 shows that 
nearly 60% of the flights fly slower due to the headwind 
field that affects half of the route for 75% of the simula-
tion time. The average ground speed of flights and their 
histogram for scenario 6 are shown in Figure 7c and 7d 
respectively. The speed increase between flights 10 and 15 
that occurs between t = 22 min, and t = 40 min, is due to 
the increased time headway between these flights, which 
causes a diminution of delay propagation upstream. The 
speed drop between flights 22 to 25, which is completely 
in opposition to that of scenario 4, is due to the change 
in arrival rate that coincides with the change in headwind 
speed at t = 75 min. In other words, the comparison of 
Figure 7a and 7c clarifies the effect of arrival rate on the 
propagation of the perturbations like the wind to the up-
stream flow.

The resulting belatedness in both scenarios 4 and 6 
is reflected in the flight times, as shown in Figure 8a and 
8b, respectively. The average flight time for all flights in 
this route is 22.48 minutes with a standard deviation of 
4.6 minutes. The considerably high deviation is due to 
the implementation method of the wind field. Here, the 
wind speed increment is rather high, which causes harsh 
changes in aircraft speed and, consequently, flight times. It 
is also notable that, as a consequence of increased average 
speed in scenario 6, the average flight time is lower, and 
the downstream disturbance due to the wind has a weaker 
effect on upstream traffic, compared to scenario 4. This 
outcome can later be used in assigning Scheduled Time of 
Arrivals (STA) at waypoints along flight segments.

The slow-downs and speed-ups induce inconsisten-
cies in flight headways that increase controllers’ workload. 
With an orderly arrival rate at the EEZRA waypoint, a re-
duction in headway between flights leads to an increase 
in aircraft density in the route, defined by the number 
of aircraft flying along the route between EEZRA and 

Table 2. The main features of the simulated scenarios

Arrival Traffic 
Flow (AC/h)

Arrival Time 
Distribution Wind Field

Scenario 1 10 Uniform Stationary 
Constant Speed

Scenario 2 10 Uniform Moving 
Constant Speed

Scenario 3 10 Uniform Moving Variable 
Speed

Scenario 4 20 Uniform Moving Variable 
Speed

Scenario 5 10 Random Moving Variable 
Speed

Scenario 6 20 Random Moving Variable 
Speed
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 (a) (b)

 (c) (d)

 (e) (f)

Figure 6. Time-space diagram of the six simulated scenarios: a – normal traffic flow entering stationary headwind 
field with constant speed; b – normal traffic flow entering a moving headwind field with constant speed; c – normal 
traffic flow entering a variable speed headwind field; d – heavy traffic flow entering a variable speed headwind field; 
e – normal traffic with random arrival time entering a variable speed headwind field; f – heavy traffic with random 

arrival time entering a variable speed headwind field

DRMMM, including those in holding patterns. In Fig-
ure 9a, the average distance headway for each aircraft is 
shown. The nominal headway for an undisturbed flight to 
its preceding one is 16 cells, and the minimum safe head-
way is 6 cells. An increase in average headway means that 
the aircraft has fallen behind its desired headway. It should 
be noted that, since headways are measured relative to the 
preceding aircraft, changes in headway do not necessarily 
reflect a deviation from schedule. Figure 9b, shows time 
changes in a number of aircraft flying along the route.

It can be seen that the presence of the wind field causes 
an increase in aircraft density that can be translated into 
an increase in controllers’ workload. To show the effect 
of arrival rate once more, the same diagrams for scenario 
6 are presented in Figure 9c and 9d, respectively. As ex-
pected, the headway diagram illustrates the randomness 
in arrival times. The red line shows the desired average 
headways in the absence of wind, and the blue line is the 
simulation result when the traffic flow is exposed to the 
variable speed headwind field. To be consistent with speed 

Scenario 2, Normal Traffic, Moving Headwind FieldScenario 1, Normal Traffic, Stationary Headwind Field

Scenario 3, Normal Traffic, Variable Speed Wind Field Scenario 4, Heavy Traffic, Variable Speed Wind Field

Scenario 5, Normal Traffic, Variable Speed Wind Field Scenario 6, Heavy Traffic, Variable Speed Wind FieldScenario 6, Heavy Traffic, Variable Speed Wind Field
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Figure 7. Comparison of ground speeds in scenario 4 and 6: a – average ground speed for each flight in scenario 4; 
b – histogram of average ground speed for all flights in scenario 4; c – average ground speed for each flight in 

scenario 6; d – histogram of average ground speed for all flights in scenario 6

Figure 8. The flight time of aircraft from EEZRA to DRMMM in: a – scenario 4; b – scenario 6

 (a) (b)

and flight time results, it is shown that with the decrease 
in arrival rate for flights 15–25, the headway deviation is 
also decreased. This effect can also be seen in Figure 9d, 
where the density of flights in the route remains constant, 
but is higher compared to that of scenario 4 (Figure 9b).

As mentioned, time efficiency is the beneficial prop-
erty of a CA model that makes it suitable for online ap-

plications, such as the tactical phase of air traffic control 
processes. With an average run time of 2.9 seconds and 
a standard deviation of 0.3 seconds, the proposed model 
simulates a two-hour operation. What is more, simulation 
of scenario 4 with the same run time shows the model’s 
insensitivity to the flow rate within the limits of airspace 
capacity.
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It is worth noting that, neglecting vertical and lateral 
effects of the wind on the flight path in order to simplify 
the analysis, results in a 2 to 15 percent loss of accuracy 
and extensiveness of the model. Normally, during an un-
foreseen tailwind, the aircraft will accelerate up to a speci-
fied airspeed to keep up with the reference trajectory and 
Vertical Navigation (VNAV) allows the aircraft to rise up 
to a specified range above the path. If VNAV can no long-
er maintain the aircraft within 150 ft. of the path without 
further acceleration, VNAV switches from VNAV PTH 
to VNAV SPD, resets the target airspeed, and ignores the 
nominal VNAV flight path. Similarly, during an unforeseen 
headwind and with inactive auto-throttle, the aircraft will 
fly below the path to stop the deceleration. Once VNAV 
can no longer maintain the aircraft within the range with-
out further deceleration, VNAV switches from VNAV PTH 
to VNAV SPD, resets the target airspeed, and ignores the 
nominal VNAV flight path. This can be modeled by a 2D 
CA that represents a plane in which a vertical descent path 
is projected. In order to take account of lateral deviations 
of the flight due to cross-winds and turbulence, the model 
can be extended into a 3D array of cells.

Conclusions 

In the presented manuscript, the behavior of delay propa-
gation in the presence of headwind in the terminal area 

was studied based on a 1D CA model. The developed 
CA model was verified by real online data in a windless 
scenario. The index used to verify the model was the ar-
rival rate of the flights at the end waypoint of the route, 
given the real arrival rate at the entrance. In this regard, 
we adopted an RNAV STAR route in one of the busiest 
airports in the US (ATL); afterwards, one branch of the 
DRMMM STAR route, from EERZA to DRMMM was 
selected for the simulations. Using the proposed model 
and six simulated scenarios, we presented the effects of 
changes in wind properties and changes in the arrival rate 
of the traffic on the delay propagation from downstream 
to upstream of the traffic flow. Afterwards, a statistical 
analysis, based on the average and the histogram of the 
ground speeds, was conducted. Based on the presented 
outcomes, the model exhibited an acceptable level of ac-
curacy (a 3–15% loss of accuracy), with worthy time and 
computational efficiency (an average run time of 2.9 sec-
onds for a two-hour operation) as discussed in a greater 
detail. Henceforth, this combination could be integrated 
for use with automated air traffic control and manage-
ment systems in the tactical phase, where a fast analysis 
of the flow behavior under different perturbations, such 
as windy weather conditions, is needed. The CA models 
based on a 2D/3D array of cells for considering the lateral 
deviations of the flight due to cross-winds and turbulence 
are the topics of upcoming investigations.
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Figure 9. Average distance headway of flights (left) and aircraft density along the route (right) in scenario 4
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